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‘Courses and Events’

In Brisbane, early November we
launched Jason McDonald’s
new website
www.naturalspirit.com.au
as well as the first Natural Spirit
Workshop Conference Day.
All speakers captivated the
public’s attention.
Always very popular, Jason
McDonald gave special messages from those who passed
on. In the afternoon he taught
us some guidance of how to
contact them yourself.

their immediate experience and
booked some personal cessions with Lisa in Deception
Bay where she opened her new
premises. If you wish a chakra
alignment or personal reading,
contact Lisa on 0422 379 999.
Humble me (Roseline) now…
The Feng Shui explanations
started with the understanding
of the different characters that
we are. Understanding each
other is after all the key to happiness as accepting the others
the way they are and not the
way we wish them to be… can
be challenging. This is a chapter that has been added in my
book ‘Your First Easy Steps to
Feng Shui’ 2nd edition and is
always a very well-liked subject.
The afternoon, we went through
the analysis of homes and inspiring suggestions for all.

seemed for all like a short
one… came Trevor O’Sullivan
and his magic singing accompanied by a very special drum
especially made for this event.

Trevor was taught by Grey Wold
an Inuit American Indian elder.
He sang and drummed for us
all. We all felt revived. Visit
www.metaphysically
speaking.com
Jeff Lam, Fitness instructor to And invite him to your next
the stars inspired us to exer- event (he is travelling around
cise. Yes, my resolutions of Australia until end of 2007).
getting back into shape are now
truly happening! It took me 22 We will be organising Natural
years. I needed to hear Jeff’s Spirit Conference Days in other
encouragement and explana- locations in Australia, I will keep
tions to finally get into it again. you posted of our future events.

Lisa Sherrah, chakra specialist
connected us with our aura and
the energy vortexes called
chakras. She guided us briefly The closing ceremony of this
through each chakra point in day was a wonderful experience
the afternoon. Many shared for all. After this long day that

Merry Xmas & Happy 2007

Roseline Deleu

Melbourne Book your Feng Shui Consultation with Roseline Deleu
Vic
Availabilities on Thursday 15 and Sunday 18 February 2007
Melbourne Evening lectures on Feng Shui & Self-hypnosis with Roseline & M. Wilde
Seymour
Book your Feng Shui Consultation with Roseline Deleu
Availabilities on Friday 16 and Saturday 17 February 2007
Seymour
Farming Expo Roseline guest speaker supporting The Owner Builder Magazine
www.fengshuisteps.com
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Oh, how we can learn by others
Kaleena Bosanquet
From Steven Guth and his own findings
on the electro magnetic fields, which
makes you question where are we heading as a planet? To Harald W. Tietze
whom just makes you want to smile and
appreciate what we have and who we are.
Then we had Denise Shaw from whom
many of us decided to de-clutter immediately. Denise also inspired us with the
Well, I have to say that Sunday left me drums and the magic of their individual
enlightened, rejuvenated and inspired to vibrations.
learn more. I believe that we all can learn
something from the people that cross our Roza Alexanda gave us a great insight to
paths. It may not dawn on us immedi- the power of Mandalas and showed us
ately, yet the information we hear and just how long in history they have been
learn may present itself to us down the around. We all think it's a new age thing,
yet history once again proves us wrong.
track.
David Baggs and Mary-Lou Kelly preHow blessed I feel to have met some won- sented to us that there is really forest
derful and insightful people. Not only did friendly and eco safe products to use in
they capture my attention with their learn- our home, and how finally some of the big
companies like ‘Bunnings’ are getting on
ing, they also earnt my respect.
board, and trying to save our planet and
Oh how much we really still have to learn. health. Yeah....Then we had the fabulous
Roseline, always inspiring us to look beIt is endless…
I was privileged enough to be invited to
speak at the latest Feng Shui Conference
in Canberra. How overjoyed and elated,
yet a little nervous I was. As I have never
been involved in a conference held by
Roseline Deleu, I was not sure of what to
expect, nor the response I would get to
my insight of Scent Shui.

yond that which meets the eye.
Roseline Deleu showed us how various
buildings can suit individuals more so
than others, depending on their element
and characteristics. With the support of
amazing pictures, she showed us the
power of vibrations, and their effect on us
and nature. Who mimics who?
I thank each and every one of you, for the
joy that you brought to my day and for the
friendships that I made. I thankyou for
allowing me to give you my insight, into
the vibrations of essential oils and the
power they have on us and our home. I
hope I inspired you all to go home and
have fun with nature. I look forward to the
next time our paths cross.
In Love and Light,
Kaleena Bosanquet
Scent Shui
0414 328 918
kaleenabosanquet@hotmail.com

Feng Shui Conference Day
Canberra—October 2006
A well deserved drink after a great conference day!
Standing from left to right: Barbara Campbell-Feng Shui Consultant
Toowoomba (QLD), Roseline Deleu—Feng Shui Master & Author
(worldwide), Rosemary (Harald Tietze’s Secretary), Denise Shaw
Comfortably sitting (from left to right) Kaleena Bosanquet—Feng Shui Consultant QLD, Steven and Kathryn Guth Feng Shui Mentors,
Roza Alexanda Art Curator & Feng Shui Consultant Sydney, Harald W. Tietze-Happyologist, Geomancer, Researcher and Author,
David Baggs—Architect & Author; Mari-Lou Kelly—Sustainability Advisor.

Synchronicity Speaking
Synchronicities have abounded in recent
weeks.
We met at the University of Qld a month or I see patterns in a lot of what you write
so ago. I bought and read your book. You about; particularly the relationships bemight remember me asking about the tween elements/ years etc.
dowsing rod near the end of the night.
You told me to look out for hot water sys- The advice about balancing the elements
tems/ electrical boxes etc. I discovered a in and around the home is interesting. In
few days later that my brother and his fact, we had just completed building our
partner were sleeping in a flat above the home before I met you (and before I had
power boxes and hot water systems for all learnt anything about feng shui) – we didfour units. One was suffering of constant n’t engage architects, more or less designing everything on our own. The study is in
migraines at the time.
Dear Roseline,

This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is
stressed that its contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of
this website and newsletter do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may
suffer or for which you become liable arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered
in this website and newsletter.

the study corner – my wife and I are both
born in water element years (1963 babies) and I had remarked how much I liked
our new en-suite – even in terms of a spiritual connection. This was prior to discovering it was in the spiritual/ study corner
of our top level. I have stocked up the 4
corner of our main living level with wood
and have been surprised with the family’s
financial affairs in recent weeks.
If you have a mailing list – put me on it
please. Best wishes at this time.
Michael B.

www.fengshuisteps.com
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Bottled with Love - Life Energy Water
- part 2 by Sally Turner
More About the Water
When Sally says this is Ancient Water, she
is not kidding. Life Energy Water is bottled
at the Source and the Source is the 2
million year old Great Artesian Basin!
Water’s ‘maturity’ is measured by the
amount
of
time
between
‘gravitation’ (falling and rain) and
‘levitation’. Some German scientists
tested the age or maturity of one of the
European Holy waters a few years ago
and found it to be 154 years old. The date
of 2 million years is from testing by the
CSIRO many years ago. Children are fascinated that they are drinking such ancient
water. When Sally explains that this is why
this water contains so many fine minerals,
collected from the Earth over its long journey through the rock strata, their imaginations go to a time when dinosaurs roamed
the earth.
Life Energy Water collected an abundance
of alkaline minerals, including
high
amounts of silica 25mg/L and bicarbonates 231mg/L, which makes it similar to
the water the hunza people drink. Being
non-acidic or alkaline means that Life
Energy Water has a delicious silky smooth
taste and texture that Every BODY Loves!
It has been described as liquid velvet,
earthy, soft, sweet.
People all over Australia are discovering
how different they feel after drinking this
beautiful alkaline water that Sally’s family

bottle at the Source in the Great Austra- The high bicarbonates and carbonate
levels seems to settle digestion. Once
lian Outback.
people with food intolerances find it , they
The great thing about bottling water at a
become regular Life Energy Water drinkSource like this one is that it only requires
ers. One mother told us that her child
micro-filtering to satisfy the Health Derefused to take the carbonate drinks but
partment. Sally pays to have it tested by
will drink this water happily. Sally makes
the Health Department microbiology lab
no claims that this water will cure any
before being released for sale. The No
condition. Her suggestion is that people
Chemical Processing means a lot to peodrink a bottle a day for a month and then
ple who want the purity, but not the other
make up their own minds.
stuff.
Sally says she never doubted that Life
Sally and her family feel good that they
Energy Water would eventually spread
produce a mineral water that people
really love and prefer to drink. She says across Australia because it is good water
the fact that children and animals instinc- and there is no substitute for good water.
tively love this water tells her she is on People find out about Life Energy Water
the right path. Sally carries a supply of from other people. We are in the People
tiny Life Energy Water bottles with her business not the Water Business! It is
wherever she goes and gives them to pleasing that more and more doctors,
dentists, naturopaths, nutritionists, natu‘random strangers’, mainly children, tellral therapists and health food and organic
ing them it was bottled especially for
shop owners are now drinking the water
them with Love. Many of the Life Energy
themselves and many are stocking it or
Water Children sleep with a bottle of it
recommending it to others because they
under their pillows, particularly if they are
have experienced first hand how easy it is
sick. They call it their energy water! Our
to balance acid levels and stay hydrated
Indigo and Crystal children are especially
when you drink an alkaline water.
fond of this ancient mineral water, no
doubt because of the high silica content.
With Love and Thanks ,
Apparently healers also need a lot of silThe Water Woman
ica. Sally’s hair and nails grow much
Sally Turner
faster and stronger since she has been
For further reading about the water see
drinking this water. My nails look like I’m
our previous newsletter #11 of Septemwearing nail polish, but I’m not, and I
ber 2006 free download under the page
need very strong nail cutters these days.
’newsletter’ of www.fengshuisteps.com

Q & A—Clothes Colours, feel their Vibrations
Question:
Hi Roseline - Once again, your last seminar was great and I always get more good
ideas when I hear from you.
I have your book “Feng Shui Steps for
your Career” and wanted to know about
one of the tasks you set. In the book the
task is to wear a different colour to work
on different days, but most people wear
black or blue with another colour to work,
at least I do. So do you need to wear only
one colour to work or can you team a
colour with black/blue/white pants or
skirt?
Cheers – Jo

Answer:
Dear Jo – Thanks for coming and keeping
in touch. Over the years, many people
come back into my life regularly through
email, comments and questions, others
participating at lectures, seminars and
courses. As you have realised, over the
years my Feng Shui passion and teachings have evolved and my seminars are
never twice the same. People learn and
respond to suggestions when they are
ready for them.
About your question in relation to the
different colours to wear, I would prefer
that you use only one colour in your outfit.

This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is
stressed that its contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of
this website and newsletter do not accept any liability for loss, damage or other irrespective of cause which you may
suffer or for which you become liable arising from or as a result of any actions you may take from the advice offered
in this website and newsletter.

This is to enable you to ‘feel’ the vibrations of that particular colour, so even
your underwear can be of that colour or…
if you do not have this one in your wardrobe, choose a skin colour to keep it neutral.

www.fengshuisteps.com
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Out of the Square and into the Circle
by Denise Shaw
The Black Hat School of Feng Shui is a
simple way to start changing your view
on life. You can give yourself a real kick
start to get you moving. Change just one
thing, items or furniture placement in a
room and you have changed its energy,
Well it is - and a good deal of us do it!
its look and its feel. Keep changing more
I certainly did that, until I woke out of this things and you can change your world.
living death and began to become consciously aware that there was a heck Applying the Magic Square grid onto your
more opportunity and abundance avail- premises (based on your front door being
able to me in every second of life than aligned with 8-1-6) will show you the
areas of your home that need TLC. The
the small amount I was experiencing.
more you take physically start taking
Yes I was stuck in a rut and didn’t even care of those areas in your home with
recognise it. Do you ever dread going to the intent to solve your life challenges,
work? Wish Mondays didn't exist? Do the more you will see your life blooming.
you do the same old thing day in and day
4
9
2
out during the week just to make it to the
Abundance
WellRelationship
Well-Being
weekend… only to do the same old thing
Wealth
Fame
Love
Money
Recognition
Marriage
on a weekend? I can hear you going:
3
5
7
“Yep that’s my life! But I can’t do anyHealth
Health
Children
thing about it!” Ever heard the sayings:
Respect
Tai Chi
Art
Family
You
Creations
‘Take a gamble’; ‘Jump off a cliff and you will
What circle you may ask? The circle of
life of course! Do you know it is possible
to exist in a state of death while being
physically alive?

- Hate your work? Reorient your desk and
face the entering Chi.
- Don’t have the courage to follow your
ideas through? Add fire colours with
shades of red, purples into your 9 sector.
You can change anything in your life
when you apply these principles… and be
really honest here those collectables on
display and zillions of unused books DO
count as ‘clutter’.
Give your area a good smudging with
‘Grandfather Sage’ set the intent with
prayer for what you want to manifest in
your life and be ready; for it will happen
quickly!

My own experience - After I changed the
colours in my 9 sector I was presented a
wonderful opportunity to speak at the
last Feng Shui Conference in Canberra. It
was a fantastic day with several speakers sharing their wisdom on ways to
make changes to your world through
fly’; ‘You never make a mistake you simply
their personal approaches of Feng Shui.
8
1
6
Study
Tao
Helpful People
learn more ways not to do things
I thank Roseline for this well organised
Spirituality
Path
Travels
again’. Spread your wings, get our of your
day and to all the wonderful people I
Openness
Career
Compassion
‘comfort’ zone!
met, the pleasure was all mine. Feedbacks about my presentations from anyWhen we change the way we look Take a serious look at your life: what is one attending the conference are appreciated. My Email
not working for you??
at things
tobeshaw@spiderweb.com.au
- Struggling with finances? De-clutter
then
your ‘abundance’ corner.
‘Grandfather sage’, Drums and special
things become different
- Poor communication and relationships? jewellery are available from my website
and
Get stuck into rearranging sector 2.
www.walkswithspirit.com
the outcome changes.
- Poor health? Clean up and beautify With Many Blessings
your ‘health’ area.
Denise Shaw

Garden Colours in this period of Draught
by Roseline Deleu
In this period of water restrictions and
draught, some might struggle to have
colours in their gardens.
During one of my consultations in Canberra, I saw a really nice creations by
Archana. She found this idea in a Garden
magazine and created it for their garden.

If you wish to publish your special ideas or
creations, please email me at
roseline@fengshuisteps.com

This gorgeous Mandala is well placed in
their garden in sector ‘9’ and I requested
to move the bird bath that was in front of
it. This Mandala is now enhancing the
‘Fame and Well Being’ area of their life
and recognition will be happening soon.
This publication seeks only to share the knowledge and experiences of the authors, their students and clients. It is stressed that its
contents are in no way a substitute for personal supervision by qualified professionals. The authors of this website and newsletter
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